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GREEN BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT:
A DEFINITION AND RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

Richa Sharma

ABSTRACT

The ideas of both business process the board (BPM) and Green IS are on the motivation of IS
analysts. BPM has a durable inheritance from big business asset arranging and business process re-
building. Green is as yet a youthful subject, albeit huge research advancement has been made as of late.
In any case, as far as joining the two angles, there is as yet an absence of research. While there are
some underlying papers, ideas, and musings about this subject, an unmistakable definition is absent. In
this paper, we inspect the writing concerning the exploration surges of Green IS and BPM and
consolidate it with the underlying examination on Green BPM. Thus, we present a definition for Green
Business Process Management just as a multidimensional system for further research. We contend that
examination should concentrate on measurements we could get from writing so as to close the holes in
the field of Green BPM.
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Introduction
Consciousness of the negative ecological and social impacts of present day data innovation (IT)

has turned out to be progressively unmistakable inside the data frameworks (IS) investigate network
during the most recent years. Scientists and the business do need to think of arrangement that satisfies
the needs of a developing total populace with constrained characteristic info assets, while simultaneously
limiting the yield of emanation and waste from innovation. Expanding upon these issues, new IS research
orders have developed. Green IS and IT greening consider the job of IS in supporting maintainable
strategic approaches. So also, in the examination order of business process the board (BPM),
considerable advancement has been made as far as procedure direction in undertakings. Be that as it
may, as far as joining the two marvels Green IS and BPM, there is a need research and practice. While
there are a lot of referred to papers, curios, and models towards Green IS as an empowering agent for a
greener business, most thoughts have picked a progressively useful methodology. Specifically, most
undertakings manage parts of greening a division or business capacities, for example, green server
farms, green office situations, or green coordination’s. A procedure arranged methodology towards a
green business is as yet missing in both research and practice. To close this hole in research another
control has developed which we well allude to as Green Business Process Management (Green BPM).
With this paper we need to give peruses a more profound comprehension of the essentials of Green
BPM. Specifically, we answer the accompanying examination questions:
 What characterizes Green Business Process Management?
 Which fields of activity exist and in what manner can research holes be shut?

To address these inquiries, we will give a general meaning of Green BPM and indicate a
multidimensional research structure. This system characterizes various holes in the examination field. It
should help further specialists to give answers for shutting these holes in a maintainable manner. There
have been some earlier writing audits on the subject. In any case, these articles center more on a
conventional Green IS measurement and don't give a definition to the term. This paper is organized as
pursues: In the following area, we will display the essentials of Green IS and business process the board,
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just as give knowledge into the field of Green BPM. From that point, we will clarify our examination idea
and system, trailed by a segment exhibiting our discoveries. The exploration questions are replied in the
last segment, alongside certain ramifications and thoughts for further research.
Related Research

In the accompanying segment, the basics of procedure the board and the green element of
maintainability are talked about for legitimizing the exploration field. Besides, we offer understanding into
the examination venture from which this article starts.
 Manageability and Green IS

Inside the examination network and in corporate administration maintainability is viewed as a
fundamental idea. The first and continuous acknowledged definition was argumented by the Brundtland
commission as "advancement that addresses the issues of the present without bargaining the capacity of
future ages to address their own issues". This definition is expansive and fairly uncertain, making it hard
for associations to apply the idea in the business condition. Manageability at the business level has risen
as an idea of long haul, synchronous improvement of monetary, natural, and social targets to create
enduring, predominant money related business execution. Its three measurements are not fundamentally
unrelated and give a system as per which organizations can quantify and report their exhibitions and
hierarchical triumphs. While associations are as yet roused to embrace reasonable strategic approaches,
the IS look into network is urged to explain the job of IS and IT in adding to these endeavors by utilizing
its transformative potential. Consequences of this continuous research will be research streams, for
example, Green IT, Green IS, and IT greening. Green IT is utilized as a conventional term and
multifaceted build for measures and exercises that mean to expand the vitality effectiveness of IT
activities and upgrade the feasible utilization of material assets. Murugesan, for instance, relates Green
IT to naturally reasonable IT, characterizing it as "the investigation and routine with regards to utilizing
processing assets proficiently". In accordance with Watson, Boudreau, and Chen, we contend that Green
IT is excessively constrained in its degree since it is confined to the lifecycle of IT, while Green IS (which
incorporates Green IT) envelops all IS-based activities that help supportable strategic policies. What's
more its idea greening exists, which includes the plan, assembling, use, and transfer of PCs, servers,
also, related subsystems productively and adequately with negligible or no effect on the earth. IT
greening and Green IS have a more extensive viewpoint and are consistent in certain focuses.
 Business Process the Board

Procedures have been set up as a focal component of examination in the arranging, the
executives, and control of undertakings in ventures and government. Be that as it may, the procedure
view concentrating on the change of information factors into a yield is never an autonomous perspective
on exercises. Inside the all encompassing methodology of BPM, we center around business forms,
joining alternate points of view and their ancient rarities-for instance, a procedure, its allocated (IT)
assets, and its incorporation into the authoritative structure-to produce a doable procedure execution.

In the previous 20 years, the IS and BPM explore networks have concentrated specifically on
inquiries concerning the worth expansion of IT for the business. From one perspective, IT has been
distinguished as an innovative empowering agent of a particular business. Then again, IT supports forms,
which has made it extremely hard to quantify the immediate effect of IT. In our new basic understanding,
Green IT and Green IS bolster a procedure change, which thus empowers a green business plan.
Accordingly, it isn't adequate to present new Green IT and Green IS highlights; it is likewise critical to
adjust the old procedures and other associated antiques, e.g., the hierarchical structure. An extra
administration undertaking is to build up affectability and acknowledgment by representatives through
working with the recently created green procedures and their related frameworks.

For the administration of business forms, there are various diverse procedure models,
development models, dialects, and graphical documentations. De Bruin et al. built up a development
model to assess the capacity of an association to play out their procedure the board. This development
model uses the assessment criteria: key arrangement, administration, techniques, innovation, individuals,
and culture. One of the most broadly utilized dialects that accompany a graphical documentation to
speak to procedures is the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN). The primary test lies in the
incorporation of various ideas with an all encompassing methodology for Green IT and Green IS that at
last backings the administration.

Strategy
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 Study Plan and Degree
The fundamental objective of this paper is to locate an appropriate definition for Green Business

Process Management that is both thorough and unmistakable. To achieve this objective, we have
directed an organized writing survey following the standards of Webster and Watson and applying the
strategies for Levy and Ellis. In this segment, we depict our extension and search system to guarantee
the satisfactory legitimacy and unwavering quality of our examination. The extent of a writing audit can be
characterized by its examination subject, times pan secured, and production outlets looked as limits. Our
examination subject can be credited to three diverse writing areas: Green BPM as the subject itself and
its two inheritance spaces, Green IS and business process the executives. These were likewise our
essential catchphrases.

Concerning the timeframe, we can contend that the limits for our writing examination were
controlled by the age of their separate research spaces. While business process the executives began
from the spaces of complete quality administration and business process re-building during the 1980s,
the all encompassing or life cycle the board research began during the 1990s is as yet a talked about
theme. Green IS (and Green IT) first showed up on the exploration plan in 2006/2007, however has lost
some warmth as of late. The primary article on Green BPM with a positive effect was distributed in 2009.
Concerning production outlets, it is desirable over essentially utilize excellent diaries or procedures of
significant gatherings. In any case, in an examination space that has just a short heritage, for example,
Green BPM, this can't be cultivated without overlooking most of the exploration led up to this point; there
are not really any articles on this theme in positioned diaries and just a bunch in significant gatherings.
Inside the talk of thoroughness versus pertinence in the entire IS investigate area, we contend that for
analyzing another exploration field, all applicable writing ought to be examined without focusing on just its
thoroughness. The following subsection states which distribution outlets have been utilized.
 Search Technique

As we comprehend Green BPM as an IS issue, yet additionally important to the board, we have
picked two separate arrangements of positioned diaries and

Figure 1: Conceptual Research Framework
Findings
 Sample Profile

Our initial keyword search in various databases returned 108 articles with a matching title. After
examining the abstracts, 11 Green BPM articles were chosen for further investigation. They built the
foundation for the author and reference forward and backward searches. After two rounds of forward and
backward searches, we were able to retrieve a total of 26 articles on Green BPM, 21 high-rated articles
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on Green IS, and 9 high-rated articles on BPM, giving us a total of 56 articles to work with. We started a
third iteration of forward and backward search, but noticed we could not find any further articles on Green
BPM. Webster & Watson stated: “You can gauge that your review is nearing completion when you are
not finding new concepts in your article set,” so we finished our search at that point. We applied a deeper
content analysis on the 56 articles we found, looking for definitions, thoughts, concepts, and models for
Green IS and BPM in general and Green BPM in particular. 24 articles contained such artifacts and build
the foundation of the definition we propose in the next subsection.
 Finding a Definition

Based on the literature, we classified the most important and suitable papers to arrive at a
definition. Therefore, we started to focus our research on often-mentioned elements in the literature of
Green IS and BPM as well as the few papers concerning Green BPM. Therefore, we focused on
sentences such as “‘Green IS,’ on the other hand, refers to the development and use of information
systems to support or enable environmental sustainability” or “Green IT is part of a fundamental change
in the economy and society. It is a subset of the larger green (sustainable) business trend, which
reconciles sustainable business practices with profitable business operations.” in order to find different
keywords for the same goal. In the case above, it is obvious to define the word ‘environmental’ as a basic
factor for the evaluation of the content of the papers for Green IT/IS. For other subclasses that we aimed
to define, it was more complex. To find the papers for the subclass ‘monitoring,’ there were different
keywords in the sentences, ranging from conspicuous ones in the case of Butler, who wrote, “Green IT
programmes if their activities, processes and products are being monitored and reported,” to sentences
that convey a similar meaning by describing it as “the ability of ICT to measure and optimize energy
consumption which appears to offer the greatest benefits”.

In this case, we expect monitoring is needed to see the results and benefits gained by the
change. Accordingly, we added this paper to the subclass of monitoring. By going through all the papers,
we created a list with keywords to determine our subclasses. From this list of findings we found keywords
that included ‘environmental,’ ‘business process,’ ‘measure,’ and ‘evaluate.’ These keywords were
abstracted to our sub-classes. The top classes are defined by the literature analysis based on the topic
‘Green IS,’ ‘Green IT,’ ‘BPM,’ and ‘Green BPM’, regarding the findings in our literature review and the
classification. Based on the content of each paper and the validation of our categories, we found that
there is not yet a generally accepted definition of Green Business Process Management. The major focus
on Green IS and BPM in the IS community led us to propose the following definition for Green BPM:
"From an IS analyst's point of view, Green BPM is the total of all IS-bolstered the executives exercises
that help to screen and decrease the ecological effect of business forms in their plan, improvement,
usage or activity stages, just as lead to social change inside the procedure life cycle."
 Research System

Our subsequent research question concerned potential fields for further Green BPM explore.
From the created definition in segment 4.2, we can distinguish three measurements (see Figure 2).
Measurement one contains the executive's exercises, for example, arranging, doing, controlling/checking,
and acting. It depends on the four periods of the Deming Cycle , 'Plan,' 'Do,' 'Check,' and 'Act.' Dimension
two contains all phases from the procedure lifecycle: structure, measure/screen, improve/change, and
work. Measurement three contains the distinguished objectives of Green BPM: diminishing the natural
effect and assisting with social change inside the procedure chain.

Figure 2: Green BPM inquire about structure
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We prescribe further research to concentrate on mixes of parts of this system to give better
arrangement in the individual fields. To give our perusers a thought on the best way to join these three
measurements into genuine research we present four manageability extends our college is as of now
taking a shot at and the comparing structure classes:
 Task: Green IT Cockpit – model advancement
 Description: The objective of this venture is the improvement of a business procedure arranged

administration cockpit instrument for observing and dealing with the vitality proficiency of IT
assets in enterprises.

 Goal(s): Reduce ecological effect (of IT)
 Procedure stages: Monitoring, improvement
 Bolstered the executives exercises: Check, act (IT the board)
 Undertaking: eBikes for Commuting Purposes – acknowledgment study
 Description: The objective of this undertaking is to survey the prerequisites clients of Pedelecs

or eBikes force on the foundation. In this unique circumstance, a relating improvement of the
utilized framework could build the acknowledgment of Pedelecs impressively.

 Goal(s): Cultural change
 Procedure organizes: All
 Bolstered the executives exercises: Plan, do (framework arranging)
 Project: EdiMed – medicinal services process improvement
 Description: The joint task "EDiMed - effectiveness assessment of administration setups in

telemedicine" makes a device through serious assessment of telemedicine administrations. This
apparatus assesses those administrations as far as efficiency. This is proposed to improve the
average consideration forms which are made conceivable by telemedicine. Specific
accentuation will be put on the exchange of (fractional) computerization through IT empowered
administrations and the mix of patients.

 Goal(s): Reduce ecological effect (of social insurance)
 Procedure stages: Improvement, usage Upheld the executives exercises: Do, check, act

(restorative staff)
 Task: ResEff – asset proficiency gain Description: The undertaking "Asset Efficiency in Inter-

Organizational Networks" centers around the effective use of inexhaustible assets in
consolidated generation forms with numerous yields. A definitive objective is the fell use of
sustainable assets through numerous successive usage of a similar info and before vigorous
use. The goal of effectiveness points is viewed as a commitment to supportability the board by
changing the strategy in every aspect of the system.

 Goal(s): Reduce Environmental Impact of creation (utilizing less assets)
 Procedure organizes: All
 Bolstered the board exercises: All
Conclusion

From the outcomes in the previous areas, it tends to be presumed that, with specific constraints,
Green BPM is an amazingly pertinent point, with a high distribution number inside the previous three years.
While introductory contemplations and ideas have been built up, an unmistakable meaning of the term was
absent from the IS writing. Our underlying examination question, "What characterizes Green Business
Process Management?" can be replied as pursues: Based on our organized literature review, we assert
that, from an IS analyst's point of view, Green BPM is the entirety of all IS-upheld the board exercises that
help to screen and diminish the natural effect of business forms in their structure, improvement, usage, or
activity stages, just as lead to social change inside the procedure life cycle. Our subsequent research
question was "Which fields of activity exist and in what manner can research holes be shut?" For this issue,
we had the option to recognize three measurements from the assemblage of writing: the board exercises,
process stages, and Green BPM objectives. We contend that examination should concentrate on one of
these three measurements or certain parts of the relationship them. Up to this point, the greater part of the
exploration directed has been in the area of the process observing/measurement stage with the goal of
outflow recognition or decrease. There are a few restrictions in our fundamental discoveries. As a matter of
first importance, there were a bunch of articles we couldn't acquire, as there was no full content form
accessible from the databases we approach. In any case, these were not articles that we would gauge as
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critical for our examination. The second restriction concerns the point of view of our definition. As we are IS
analysts, we have an IS point of view on Green BPM, which likewise impacts the way we define it.

There could be scenarios in which environmentally sustainable process change is authorized
or bolstered by the board without the help of information systems or information innovation. There are a
few ramifications for research in our discoveries. Research in the zone of Green IS or BPM ought to
recognize research holes inside the measurements given by our meaning of Green BPM. Our writing
survey exhibited that, while there is a lot of subjective writing distributed, most articles contain casual
ideas or thoughts. Analysts should center on depicting the present state inside ventures or structuring
methods, tools, or other artifacts for as a matter of fact achieving the objectives of Green BPM. Our
research contributes to the body of learning, as our definition can be viewed as a establishment of the
Green BPM research stream. With our Green BPM explore structure, we give a beginning stage for
individual analysts to discover and characterize holes in the present condition of the space. All things
considered, further research is vital. In a further advance, we should approve our definition and examine
structure by diving considerably more profound into the writing and asking specialists from hypothesis
and practice regardless of whether the structure needs refining.
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